
                  American Telecommunications Certification Body Inc.
                                               6731 Whittier Ave, McLean, VA 22101

May 16, 2002

RE:  FCC ID: Hyq13bbt
Attention: Ms. Hiroka Umeyama

I have a few comments on this Application.
1 While a Super Heterodyne receiver does not need certification and can be DOC’d, if

certification is sought, it must be tested in accordance with ANSI C63.4 par 12.1.1.1.  ANSI
specifies that a CW signal from a signal generator SHALL be used to cohere with the receiver
frequency.  Please note that the testing done in the report is not in accordance with ANSI
C63.4 in this respect. Please provide data showing testing was done in accordance with ANSI
C63.4.

2 If this is a part 15 subpart B digital device, the statement in 15.105 must be in the manual.

3 While it can be assumed that the antenna was present during radiated emissions, it is not
stated in the report that the antenna was connected.  Please verify that the antenna was
connected to the antenna terminals or that a resistive network was connected.  If a resistive
network was connected, then antenna terminal measurements must be made.  Please clarify.

Dennis Ward
mailto:dward@AmericanTCB.com

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above referenced
application.  Failure to provide the requested information may result in application termination.
Correspondence should be considered part of the permanent submission and may be viewed from the
Internet after a Grant of Equipment Authorization is issued.

Please do not respond to this correspondence using the email reply button.  In order for your response to be
processed expeditiously, you must submit your documents through the AmericanTCB.com website. Also,
please note that partial responses increase processing time and should not be submitted.

Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to the sender.


